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THE MOST TRUSTED BLADE IN THE FIELD
FOR 15 YEARS
When we set out to make a knife it has to stand for something. It has to fill a need, and it has
to work. Our catalog doesn’t have hundreds of models to choose from and that’s exactly how
we planned it. Each of our knives is meticulously engineered and refined to be the best tool
for the job it’s designed for.
Our first line, the Piranta knives, was created over 15 years ago utilizing the knowledge
gained from over 25 years in the medical industry. Our world-class surgical blades created
a new, more efficient way to field dress animals. Since then every item we’ve added was
created to solve a problem plaguing our fellow outdoorsmen.
This pursuit led us to create our very first Every Day Carry knife over three years ago, and
after hundreds of hours of design, engineering, and testing, the Havalon REDI is finally
here. We could’ve churned something out faster, but putting our name on a knife means
everything to us and we refuse to cut corners. We don’t make just another knife, we make
Havalon Knives.

HUNT
PIRANTA-

ORIGINAL
The original
Havalon knife and still
the top choice of guides
and taxidermists.
Nearly indestructible
bead-blasted stainless
steel handle. Open
length is 6-3/4”.
Includes 13 total 60A
blades, a nylon holster,
and a blade remover.
XTC-60AKNP

PIRANTA-

PIRANTA-

BOLT

STAG

A vibrantly colored ABS
plastic handle makes
the Bolt easy to find no
matter where you set
it down. Open length is
7-3/8”. Includes
13 total 60A blades,
a nylon holster, and a
blade remover.

Wet, dry, or dirty,
the curves on the Stag
always provide a firm
grip. Open length is
7-3/8”. Includes seven
total 60A blades, a
nylon holster, and a
blade remover.

BLAZE ORANGE
XTC-60ABOLT
SHOCK GREEN
XTC-60ABOLT-GX
POWER PINK
XTC-60ABOLT-PK

BLACK
XTC-60ASTAG-BLK
BLAZE ORANGE
XTC-60ASTAG-O

PIRANTA BLADES
----------------------------------------------PIRANTA-

EDGE
This iconic knife has
been the gold standard for
15 years. Military grade
polymer in blaze orange.
Open length is 7-1/4”.
Includes 13 total 60A
blades, a nylon holster,
and a blade remover.
XTC-60AEDGE
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PIRANTA-

Z
Same design as
our top selling EDGE
featured in an all-black
military grade polymer.
Open length is 7-1/4”.
Includes 13 total 60A
blades, a nylon holster,
and a blade remover.
XTC-60AZ

#60A

Our number one selling blade. Comes with every
Piranta knife. 20% thicker and 30% stronger
than the original #60XT blade to reduce
breakage. Stainless steel. Length 2-3/4”.

#60XT

Our original “extra thick” surgical-edge
blade. Stainless steel. Length 2-3/4”.

#70A

The same thickness as our 60A with a blunt tip
to prevent any accidental damage while caping.
Stainless steel. Length 2-3/4”.

#GH

The sharpness of a Havalon now on a Gut
Hook. Makes gutting easier than ever before.
Stainless Steel. Length 2-5/8”.

#22XT

The carbon steel #22XT features a blunt
tip to prevent poking holes in your work.
Length 2-1/8”.

#22

Popular with taxidermists for caping and
very fine cutwork. Stainless steel. Length
2-1/8”.

#SB

The Evolve Saw Blade provides unmatched
sharpness on a saw. Great for work around
camp. Stainless Steel. Length 2-3/4”.
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HUNT
FORGE

HYDRA

The only Havalon
knife with a rubberized
handle for maximum grip.
ABS polymer frame with
non-slip TPR rubber grip
covering. Open length is
7-7/8”. Includes seven
total 60A blades, a
nylon holster, and
a blade remover.

The Havalon Hydra is the most versatile knife
ever created. With a total of 17 blades in seven
different styles, the complete Hydra kit has
everything you need to take on the great outdoors.
5-7/8” aluminum alloy handle available in Brick
Red or Hunter Green.
BRICK RED
XTC-HYDBRBS
HUNTER GREEN
XTC-HYDHGBS

BLACK
XTC-60ARHB
BLAZE ORANGE
XTC-60ARHO

JIM SHOCKEY
SIGNATURE EDITION

TITAN

BLADE REMOVER
The Havalon Blade Remover has made changing the blade on your Havalon Piranta easier
than ever before. Just snap it around the blade,
press, and pull! Includes six Blade Removers.
BRC-4P
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A knife built for Jim Shockey has to be able to do
it all – and it does. The Titan features Havalon’s
revolutionary Quik-Change blade system on one end
and a Cryo hardened AUS8 blade on the other. This
combination gives you the unmatched sharpness of a
Havalon blade and the strength of a traditional fixed
blade all in one tool. The Titan’s military-grade polymer
handle’s open length is 7-3/4” with 60A blade. Pack
includes seven 60A blades, six 70A blades, a blade
remover, and a zip holster.
RED
XTC-TRED

BLAZE ORANGE
XTC-TZBO
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HUNT

FISH

WASP HAVALON
HV BROADHEAD
The Havalon HV combines the
American craftsmanship of Wasp
broadheads and the surgical-edge
technology of Havalon® blades to
create the most lethal fixed-blade
broadhead you’ll ever use.
Features a 100% stainless
steel tip, an aerospace grade
aluminum ferrule, and surgically
sharp stainless steel blades
that create a 1-3/16” cutting
diameter. Each HV pack includes
three complete broadheads and six
replacement blades.

BARACUTA-

BARACUTA-

EDGE

Z

Military grade polymer handle with an open length
of 11”. Includes six total #127XT Fillet Blades, and
a nylon holster.

Military grade polymer handle with an open length of
11”. Includes six total #127XT Fillet Blades, and
a nylon holster.

XTC-127EDGE

XTC-127Z

BARACUTA-

BARACUTA-

BLAZE

BONE SAW

Military grade polymer handle with an open length
of 10 3/8”. Includes six total #115XT Hunting Blades,
and a nylon holster.

Military grade polymer handle with an open length of
10 3/8”. Includes three total #115SW Bone Saw Blades,
and a nylon holster.

XTC-115BLAZE

SHOCK GREEN
XTC-115BZSW-GX
BLAZE ORANGE
XTC-115BZSW

------------------ INTERCHANGEABLE BARACUTA BLADES -----------------Product #4510 – 100gr
Product #4525 – 125gr
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#127
Micro-honed stainless steel blade
for filleting fish and deboning game.
Length 5”.

#115
Stainless steel skinning and deboning
blade is micro-honed to be surgically
sharp. Length 4-3/8”

#115SW
Stainless steel saw blade provides the best
combination of durability and sharpness to cut
through the bone and brush. Length 4-3/8”.

FISH

TALON HIP HOLSTER
Adjustable for left or right hip placement.
Features front and back pockets to carry multiple
extra blades up to 5”. Easy on and off Velcro
belt loop.
XTI-THKNP
TALON HIP HOLSTER SET
Includes one Talon Hunt Handle, one Talon Hip
Holster, one 5” stainless steel Bushcraft blade,
one 3” Gut Hook Combo blade.
XTI-THKNPGS

Interchangeable Fix Blade Cutlery System

HAVALON

9” FILLET

TALON

7” FILLET

FEATURING QUIK-CHANGE II
INTERCHANGEABLE CUTLERY SYSTEM

7” DOUBLE SIDED SERRATED
5” FILLET

The Talon is the first replaceable blade knife to feature the
Quik-Change II Interchangeable Cutlery System. Quik-Change
II is an internal locking mechanism which allows users to
seamlessly change blades without losing any cutting area. Its
adaptable design allows it to fit any style of blade big or small
with the press of a button. The 5-1/4” military grade polymer
Talon handle also features a removable back panel for easy
clean up after filleting or processing, and it comes with a
rugged roll-pack to store a variety of blade styles and sizes.

5” DOUBLE SIDED SERRATED
BUSHCRAFT BLADE
SAW BLADE
FISH SCALER

TALON FISH SET
Includes Two 7” Fillet blades, one 5” Fillet blade
and one Serrated blade.

TALON HUNT SET
Includes one 5” Fillet blade, one Serrated blade,
and two Gut Hook blades.

XTC-TF

XTC-TH
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3” SEMI-SERRATED
3” GUT HOOK COMBO
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LIFESTYLE
NEW HAVALON

REDI

It took over three years of R&D to create the first Havalon
EDC. The REDI features the all new REDI-Lock replaceable
blade system, which lets you easily swap between styles
of semi-permanent AUS-8 steel blades. Unlike the original
Piranta line, REDI blades are designed for extended use
and abuse, and can even be re-sharpened. Each REDI
comes with two drop point blades (one with partial
serration), a blade holder for extra blade storage, and
a T5 Torx bit so you can reposition the pocket clip. The
innovation doesn’t stop there, as the REDI is also the first
Havalon to have spring assist for smooth, one hand opening.
Includes:
Two drop point blades (One with partial serration)
Blade Holder
T5 Torx bit to adjust pocket clip
XTC-REDI-G
XTC-REDI-B
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LIFESTYLE

WORK
EXP
The all black design and Tanto style blade
of the EXP is tactically inspired, but what
sets this knife apart from other EDC
and tactical knives is the addition of the
Havalon Quik-Change fitment. The 4-1/2”
military grade polymer handle is ideal for
hunting or everyday use. The EXP pack
includes 13 total 60A blades and a blade
remover, and a nylon holster.
XTC-EXP

EVOLVE
The Havalon Evolve was designed with one thing
in mind; create a more efficient hunting experience.
No longer will hunters have to go into the woods
with a pack full of tools (screwdrivers, sharpeners,
gut hooks, and knives).
The Evolve features just the tools a hunter needs
in the woods; a knife (Havalon Piranta Quik-Change
fitment), replaceable saw, fixed gut hook, pliers/
wire cutters/strippers, and a universal bit driver. The 4-1/2” stainless steel Evolve handle also
comes with a flathead/Phillips reversible bit and
room to store two more 1/4” bits of any variety.
BLACK/BLAZE ORANGE

Includes six 60A, two saw blades, a blade remover,
blade holder, and a Havalon Zip Holster.

XTC-60AMT1
SHOCKEY SIGNATURE SERIES.

Includes six 60A, two saw blades, a blade remover,
blade holder, and a Shockey Signature Zip Holster.

XTC-60AMTS
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